
Fundamentals Course Homework Responses 

Session 2 

In this session, we’ve discussed the idea of integrating the idea of social capital into a BR&E program.  In 
my view, this is only strengthened by the Regional Enterprise Networks Start-Up Guide (February 2014) 
that I assume you have been furnished (see the link on the course website if you don’t have a copy of 
this document).   

For this session, I’d like you to think about the ways in which you can strengthen the social capital 
through a BR&E program.  I’m not looking for an exhaustive study on this, but rather some ideas or 
practices that you could implement in your program that would increase the social capital standing with 
regard to your area’s existing businesses.  Please try to keep your responses to one page. 

Due by the beginning of the January 24, 2023 session. 

 

Response 1 

Social Capital is the connections among people and organizations that form the “social glue” that 
facilitates action. It is a component of Community Capital that leads to a stable and growing local 
economy.  

BRE has the ability to strengthen Social Capital through Bonding and Bridging. With Bonding, BRE can 
help create strong community networks that can address community economic issues in a way that 
issues can be answered with a unified voice. BRE can create bridges between networks within and 
beyond a community.  This creates flexible networks and can lead to communities embracing alternative 
solutions to community challenges.  

Through BRE we are constantly meeting with businesses and community stakeholders at the local 
community level and hearing about the challenges facing businesses and local economies. The Account 
Executive can discuss these issues with the operational team and identify and bring resources that can 
support the community network, therefore, strengthening community social capital. 

 

 

Response 2 

1. Make sure all stakeholders clearly understand our objectives with respect to our BR&E visitation 
program. Our stakeholders are provincial and municipal leaders, local business investors in 
TCPEP, and the Chamber of Commerce. Ensure that all stakeholders fully understand the 
benefits of a BR&E Program to them (eg business growth and retention benefits all aspects of 
the community, higher regional productivity and associated taxes, better services, a more 
complete supply chain, more Chamber memberships, higher employment rates and an overall 
more productive economy drives more immigration and grows the market for everyone’s 
products and services) 

2. Obtain written confirmation of stakeholder support and willingness to engage. 



3. Find roles for relevant stakeholders in the design, implementation and execution of our BR&E 
program. This support can take the role of funding, promoting, referrals, and active 
participation. 

4. Launch events, at which stakeholders and clients attend, to socialize the program and clearly 
demonstrate stakeholder support. 

5. Conduct regular update sessions to ensure that stakeholders are fully apprised of our progress. 
6. Find ways to celebrate client participation and achievement of milestones, in the presence of 

stakeholders, in order to demonstrate clearly for entrepreneurs and business owners that the 
community has their backs, and that we are all invested in their success. 

7. Host “marketplace” events and business fairs, perhaps alongside training and other events, to 
enable entrepreneurs and businesses to showcase their products and services to stakeholders 
and the public. 

8. Engage other business development-related partners, eg educational institutions, Futurpreneur, 
BDC, ACOA, Invest NS, Chamber of Commerce, CBDC, MentoringPlus, Credit Unions, and 
financial institutions as active collaborators in our BR&E program. 

 

 

Response 3 

As stated in homework assignment 1, Leduc County is in the process of developing a 2 part 
business retention and expansion project that includes a physical space for the support of the 
business community, in addition to the regular retention program. The main goal of the centre 
is to create an inclusive collaborative environment used to support business in a variety of ways 
and areas.  

In the initial phases of the survey (consultant-led) and the follow ups conducted by our small 
staff; we will determine the largest needs within the commercial and industrial sectors which 
are predominant in the Nisku Business Park. Below are a few of the areas that we will 
strengthen social capital within our BRE program. 

Peer mentorship – an ongoing program designed to help business build their internal 
community by sharing, mentoring, and assisting each other – in a facilitated environment – to 
find solutions for their challenges and concerns. Working together to build capacity and a social 
network, Leduc county economic development staff will champion and promote this endeavor. 

BEC – business entrepreneur centre – the repurposed recreation centre will build social capital 
with businesses that are in the food and agriculture production space. Utilizing renovated 
commercial and commissary kitchen, café and event and spaces a social and business hub for 
growth and cooperative service sharing. Events such as meet-ups and industry training 
opportunities will be implemented.  

Partners – strong ties with our regional chamber of commerce who is working with us on 
various components of our social events; such as an Ec Dev Spring Summit and smart start 
training will also build the social capital within the region. 



Business visitations and our eventual council walks (slated for 2025) will also increase the social 
capital in our region as council will be great advocates for the promotion of the BRE program 
and events and training provided at the BEC. With the plan for some anchors in the food and 
beverage world within the facility the increase in social gatherings and social capital creation for 
cohorts and cooperative work situations. 

 

Response 4 

Social Capital is the bedrock upon which our BR&E program is built.  Personal visits with our top 
employers with regular conversations and engagement has built a strong trust bond between economic 
development and industry.  Social capital contributes to a successful BR&E program by building a sense 
of shared values and mutual respect.  Industry feels they have a partner to lean on when they need to 
solve a problem or connect with others in the community that aid their business.  I don’t survey per se, 
rather I use a guided conversation to poll the business and identify common trends and issues and 
connect them with resources necessary to correct the issue.  As an organization, we hold quarterly 
discussion groups with senior leaders, HR professionals and our ISD CTE directors to listen to what 
industry is experiencing and to build connections between our industry leaders and those entities who 
help shape the emerging workforce to ensure we are meeting industry expectations and needs.  Given 
that our office is 6 people, and only one doing BR&E, we have to have a very relationship-oriented 
approach to our program.  Building on social capital is essential in gaining information and 
understanding and connecting resources in beneficial and meaningful ways.  

 

Response 5 

 In collaboration with our stakeholders, our BR&E program would ideally focus on building social capital 
within our community by first aligning our community economic development objectives across multiple 
organizations (i.e. Chamber of Commerce, Downtown Truro Partnership, Municipal Economic 
Development Partners, etc.). This alignment should also include how best to complement one and other 
with each organization’s resources and expertise versus competing or replicating work being done by 
another community development organization. 

This can be achieved by creating committees and task forces where appropriate to leverage the skillsets 
and resources across organizations that best fit a specific strategic objective. The BR&E visitation 
program can also feed into which group collaborations are of most benefit to the business community. 
Timely, open and honest communication across all community business development organizations is 
important to align on the best ways of supporting expansion and retention of business clients. This 
approach of timely, open and honest communications is equally important within the BR&E visitation 
program and other business community activities. 

Although I’m personally not a fan of public surveys, surveying or diagnostically assessing what the 
business community requires and identifying certain trends across specific industry sectors of 
importance to our region is extremely important. I would want to see a variety of methods to capture 



this information; as in focus groups, questions embedded into grant applications, feedback at training 
and education sessions and one-on-one site visits. 

Lastly, I believe the strength of our region lies within the passion of those who work in economic 
development and truly want to see our region prosper. When we all align on this and are genuine in 
how we approach our community stakeholders, partners and clients our social capital will only 
strengthen from it. 

 

Response 6 

 Breaking down barriers with a goal of reaching honesty and trust between government and businesses 
is not an overnight proposition.  It requires multiple strategies depending on the type of business.   

It is extremely hard for anyone (much less a business) to expect to get something for nothing. When 
someone from the government (or a quasi-government) comes to a business, a level of suspicion arises. 

I think the first question an economic developer needs to ask is “what does the business want/need?” 
The answer is almost always the same – more business.  I believe if you approach a business with THAT 
as the reason for your visit, then some businesses will be appreciative and others will be apprehensive 
but they will ALL want that to be demonstrated.  The next few visits should offer that demonstration in 
whatever form: 

1) Training opportunities 
2) Marketing 
3) Ways to save $ 
4) Referrals (to workforce, ancillary partners, etc.) 

Over time, this can grow to even larger partnership opportunities between the government and 
business – helping to recruit other like-businesses. 

I worked for a Business Improvement District (BID) that had 850 businesses. My plan was to conduct 
business visitation each week.  I was told that I should not go to several businesses because “they don’t 
like us.”  Those were the first businesses I visited, and I discovered that former BID management 
became frustrated about all of their questions about how BID money was being spent.  I was told that I 
looked too much like a government person (visiting retail businesses), so I wore jeans, a polo shirt and 
clean tennis shoes.  They became much more likely to give me time to chat.  I visited them regularly and 
was able to convince some of them to join the board. A business, especially one with just a few 
businesses, may not understand a visit and remain suspicious but doing so regularly helps alleviate 
suspicion.   

This reminds me of the three C’s of customer service: Competency (know your stuff), Credibility (say 
what you mean and mean what you say) and Care (treat people nicely). 

 

 



Response 7 

I am still relatively new to economic development, and business retention & expansion efforts initiated 
through a municipality.  However, I see social capital as a pipeline for future growth and development 
within a city, and in turn, I see BRE as a pipeline for greater social capital within a business 
community.  They are in essence feeding each other. 

The course outline describes social capital as connections among people & organizations; the social glue 
that facilitates action.  It is often that social glue that connects BRE professionals and the organizations 
they work for (municipalities, chambers of commerce, etc.) with the executives and decision-makers 
within the companies most likely to grow and expand within a city or region.  In turn, those same 
meetings with the business community’s key leadership create greater social capital by establishing 
even more connections among people and organizations.  A connected community is a vibrant 
community.  It’s also a community better prepared for potential down-turns because they have a more 
direct line and insight into potential failures, not just the successes. 

I believe a truly successful BRE program must have measurable, tangible goals with which to determine 
success and prove value to local leaders, elected officials and staff.  However, successful retention 
efforts don’t always come with a scorecard.  Social capital can’t always be shown on a graph chart or 
balance sheet.  But without the vital connections created by regular and strategically managed retention 
efforts, a community and its key leadership can become disconnected from the reality of a city’s 
business climate.  Social capital, executive referrals and professional, one-on-one discussions can (and 
will) result in valuable discussions that don’t show up on standard surveys, regional economic 
development reports and local state-of-the-city addresses. 

Social capital goes beyond the ‘standard’.  It’s the insight into a business community only gathered 
through real, honest and mutually beneficial discussions.  
 

 

Response 8 

Fostering the growth of social capital into a BR&E program, in my opinion, is critical to its 
success. There are several ways in which this can be achieved: 

1. Doing in-person visits as opposed to email/phone “surveys” 
 

2. Researching the company to have a better understanding of what they do and who their 
partners (or competition) are.  
 

3. Partnering with other organizations such as Workforce Development, utility companies, 
municipalities, etc to always be able to offer resources and/or make connections for the 
companies. 
 

4. When hearing the same responses from multiple companies about the same problems - 
maybe hosting a webinar, lunch & learn, guest speaker, etc. to cover this topic. 
 



5. Do follow-ups throughout the year. They do not have to be in-person but maybe just an 
email or phone call to just check-in and ask about some of the issues they were having 
and if the resources you provided helped them. 

6. Stay up to date on news through the company's social media platforms, local 
newspapers, etc. 

 

 

Response 9 

Due to past events in Charlottesville, the social capital and social connection between the City 
government (including the Office of Economic Development) and area businesses has been 
strained. Many business owners have stated that OED did not do enough to support them after 
the Unite the Right rally, which severely damaged the reputation of Charlottesville. Moving 
forward, our office has sought to strengthen the relationships not only with the business 
owners, but with the business assistance organizations (SBDC, Chamber of Commerce, CVPED, 
VEDP, etc.). These organizations oftentimes have the connections and relationships already 
forged, which makes it easier for the City to engage. After establishing and/or re-establishing 
those connections, our office (specifically my role as the Business Development Manager) has 
worked over the past 13 months to reach out to business owners and let them know we’re still 
active in the business community. These efforts have paid off, as City businesses feel more 
connected to our office than ever before. One specific tangible outcome of this effort comes 
from the number of referrals our office has received from other businesses. Numerous business 
owners are talking amongst themselves and sharing how beneficial their experience was with 
our office. These relationship and connections have served us well recently as we begin our 
strategic plan update. Business owners want to engage and assist with guiding our office since 
it will ultimately benefit them. 

 

 

Response 10 

The City of Bowie's Economic department is comprised of a team of two. One of the members has been 
in the business for over 40 years, and the other team member has been in the field for six months. There 
are ways that we can strengthen the social capital in Bowie. 

First, we need to get more comfortable with introductions and make ourselves known and available to 
our business community. Somewhat of an outreach approach, which will let the businesses know that 
we support them and care about their needs and concerns. Hold quarterly breakfast meetings to discuss 
new ideas and promote more inclusion. 



Get more involved by participating in community organizations. By getting more involved, you will be 
about to connect with people and see what connects them to the City. It will also allow you to better 
understand what they care about and the issues they face. Making our presence known helps people 
see how we connect with them and our role in the community. 

Focus more on the individual industry businesses. Create an application that would allow companies to 
apply to be spotlighted monthly on our webpage and social outlets. We have new small businesses that 
have come to the City, and many of our residents didn't know they were even here. This would help to 
build and strengthen the relationships with the businesses and the residents. 

Create an action team of business owners, commercial property managers, residents, and elected 
officials willing to network and collaborate on solving some of the issues plaguing the community. This 
group should be diverse and capture several different types of business types. 

 

 

Response 11 

1.  Monthly Investor Luncheons – invite investors and guests from the Southeast region of Florida, 
to attend luncheons to be informed of the EDO activities as well as services provided by 
community partners and well as state representatives. Investors include County and City, 
community partners (Boys & Girls Club, CareerSource Research Coast), Developers, Business 
leaders. 
 

2. Work with St. Lucie Public Schools to introduce guidance counselors to employment 
opportunities throughout our county. Tour businesses and have meet and greet sessions with 
leadership at said businesses. Guidance counselors work with students by informing them of 
career options if they are not necessarily college bound. 

 

3. In conjunction of the guidance counselor tour, work with the Treasure Coast Builders 
Association, Treasure Coast Manufacturers Association, and the Marine Industries of the 
Treasure Coast, all of which represent companies over four counties, to develop boot camps. 
Boot camps provide a hands-on experience to introduce recently graduated high school 
students to explore up to 16 different career opportunities. 

 

4. Introduction to prospective businesses to community leaders and educational providers to learn 
more about our community and develop training services if necessary. 
 

5. Establish a variety of taskforces such as a Workforce Readiness Development Taskforce to help 
determine the needs of businesses by including top employers, educational providers, 
employment agencies, state appointed workforce organizations.  

 



 

Response 12 

 Social: Efforts should be made to meet with local, regional and state organizations to form partnerships 
to widen your community’s social network. Having resources or contacts readily available to assist 
prospects or existing companies will promote ease of access and mitigate chances for companies looking 
to leave. Organizations can consist of educational institutions, workforce development, financing, small 
business resources, regional allies or state representatives.  

Political: Having support from the political/elected officials on projects are critical to the success of the 
program. Understanding the political environment and perhaps educating those who have the ability to 
influence, is a good place to start. Make sure that the proper messaging is being broadcasted both 
externally and internally, to create a singular/unified voice.  

Cultural: Marketing and advertising can play a key role in cultural capital efforts. The communication 
and the marketing efforts by the economic development organization should be sensitive towards being 
diverse and inclusive. It should mirror the demographics that truly reflect the community. If a city does 
not have the resources for cultural events or festivals (as an example), it can still share important dates 
or holidays on social media.  

Built: Make attempts to ensure you are proactively thinking about what companies or builders will need 
or will need access to, to relocate/expand their business in your community. Keeping up with the trends 
of specific industries can aid in anticipating their needs (redundant/dual power, water, fiber, etc). 
Surveying the existing companies to understand limitations is another method to forecast trends.  

Financial: Many of our organization’s financial capital comes in the form of incentives (cash, property tax 
deductions, etc). However, there are many organizations that can be connected to a prospect to assist in 
financing (including some that can come in the form of tenant improvements). Having good 
relationships with loan companies, banks and other resources can be helpful to a prospect or existing 
company.  

 

 

Response 13 
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